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Christian Formation Inspiration from the
Center for the Ministry of Teaching

What is Building Faith?
A resource website providing practical tools, features, reviews, and articles on Christian formation
for children, youth, and adults of all ages. New content is posted every week.

Who Runs Building Faith?
The site was conceived and built by Church Publishing Inc, under the leadership of Sharon Ely
Pearson. In 2014 Building Faith changed hands to Virginia Theological Seminary, which now runs
the site through their Center for the Ministry of Teaching (CMT).
The Rev. Matthew Kozlowski and Ms. Charlotte Hand Greeson serve as editors, and they are the
primary contacts for Building Faith.

Who Writes for Building Faith?
People like you! Staff and volunteers around the country, working and ministering in and outside of
the church. The common thread is a passion for teaching Christian faith to all ages, and forming
disciples of Jesus Christ.

Who Reads Building Faith?
The site receives thousands of hits per week, with a strong subscriber base and a large
Facebook/Twitter presence. Many readers (and writers) are connected with the Episcopal tradition,
but other denominations – Methodist, Lutheran, Roman Catholic, and more – are represented.

Writing an Article
Our posts are usually around 500 words, with 750 words as a maximum. Writers often provide
pictures, which greatly enhance the content. The key theme at Building Faith is practical information
and ideas related to Christian formation. Topics are wide-ranging, but we strive for all posts to be
helpful, sharable, and positive.
Contributors email articles to the editors who format, edit, and post them on the main site and via
Facebook/Twitter. Building Faith pays writers, per article, via Amazon gift cards.

How are Articles Published and Shared?
Content is first posted on Building Faith, but may be subsequently shared and re-posted, with cited
attribution to the author and to Building Faith, in other web or print publications.
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